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Shared exhibition stand “Campaign PVC Recycling” on Demolition
Conference
Increasing interest in recycling solutions
The campaign PVC recycling has again had a successful time
at the „Demolition Conference“ on 4 and 5 March in Berlin,
where German and European solutions were shown for floor
coverings, roofing membranes, windows, roller shutters, coated
fabrics as well as for pipes made from PVC.
“The trend to separate the individual materials already on
renovation or demolition site in order to gain valuable new raw
materials picks up speed. Interest in our recycling solutions
grows considerably. We saw a distinct rise in both the number
and quality of our contacts,” noted a happy Dr. Jochen
Zimmermann, Managing Director of the AgPR, the
recycling company of the flooring producers, which has been
operating for more than 25 years.
An important target group
The demolition companies as supplier for potential raw
materials are very important contact persons. “We need them
to implement successfully our recycling solutions,” stated
Michael Vetter, Managing Director of Rewindo GmbH,
responsible for the recycling of old windows, roller shutters and
doors. “The annual conference organised by the German
Demolition Association (DAV) is a great opportunity to talk
directly to managers of participating companies and to present
them our possibilities.”

Practical implementation
Practical solutions are offered on the market with nationwide collection
systems for flooring, roofing membranes or windows - according to the
requirements on the construction site and easy implementation
for demolition companies. “You can order collection of end-of-life
roofing and waterproofing membranes on our website or by sending
an email or a fax to our logistics agent,” reports Karin Arz, Managing
Director of ROOFCOLLECT, the collecting and recycling system
for roofing membranes. As a recycling specialist she was
quite in demand as a competent contact person in Berlin and assured
the real-life relevance of the material: based on reference samples
from different renovation sites she explained to the visitors exactly
what must be taken into consideration on the demolition site so that
the membranes will be fit for recycling.
For more information:
www.agpr.de / www.rewindo.de / www.roofcollect.com

